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One Corby Policy Committee 16th July 2019 
 

Private Sector Housing Enforcement Officer 
 
 
To seek Council support to add a new post to the Council’s establishment in the 
Environmental Protection and Private Sector Housing (EP&PSH) team, to enable 
Houses in Multiple Occupation to be sufficiently regulated and managed, to ensure 
vulnerable tenants in the private rented sector are protected and landlords are 
compliant with legislation. 

1. Relevant Background Details  
The Environmental Protection and Private Sector Housing (EP&PSH) function is provided by 
a small team of Technical/Environmental Health Officers to provide statutory functions 
including the management of Private Sector Housing Standards and which also deals with 
the provision of Disabled Facilities Grants,  Empty Homes, Sustainability/Climate Change 
matters and the regulation of Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs).  

Houses in Multiple Occupation have significantly increased over the last two years and we 
now have 420 known HMOs across the borough, 218 of which have been licensed and a 
further 202 which are being investigated and which we believe may need licensing. Some 
landlords are operating HMOs without a licence and therefore are non-compliant and in 
breach of the law.  

2. Report 
Houses in Multiple Occupation 
Over the last two years the borough has grown in size in terms of the number of houses and 
with this there has been a significant increase in the number of domestic dwellings being 
converted into HMOs. Also, the changes in legislation in October 2018 widened the scope of 
HMOs that needed mandatory licensing, whereby now all HMOs which have five or more 
occupants comprising of two or more family units, who share basic amenities such as 
washing and cooking facilities, need licensing; not just three storey properties as was the 
case previously. Due to this legislative change, most of the HMOs that the Private Sector 
Housing (PSH) Team deal with fit into this new category and the numbers are a lot higher 
than was initially expected. 

In reference to the Council’s Private Sector Housing Enforcement Policy that member’s 
approved at OCPC on 19th February 2019; this outlined a number of Acts of Parliament that 
Officers in the PSH Team are authorised under and use in order to deal with properties in the 
private rented sector that are in poor condition or that need licensing. The enforcement tools 
that come with this assist in ensuring that the Council will take steps to ensure properties that 
require a licence are licensed and take enforcement action against landlords of unlicensed 
properties. The level of demand to deal with this volume of work within the private rented 
sector was not known from the outset, in terms of the number of non-compliant landlords 
operating, as the priority was on processing the large number of HMO applications from the 
compliant landlords. After months of investigating and inspecting HMOs across the borough, 
the level of demand for and associated workload related to this new licensing function is now 
better known.    
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The creation of the new Private Sector Housing Enforcement Officer post would provide 
much needed assistance in dealing with the high number of HMOs that are operating without 
a Licence, whereby each case could potentially end up at prosecution or require the service 
of a Civil Penalty Notice. In order to take such action against individual property addresses 
requires a number of Officer hours to build a case, by way of carrying out inspections, 
gathering evidence and producing legal files.    

The post is a newly created one and has been evaluated at Principal Officer scale PO 1 - 4 
with on costs; this equates to approximately £40K per annum. This post can be part funded 
from the vacant 0.2 FTE Empty Homes Project Officer post of £12 K per annum. The 
remaining cost can be funded from additional HMO licensing fees. 

3. Options to be considered (if any) 
1. Do nothing – This will not deliver the desired operational improvements in service 

delivery for unlicensed HMOs and neither will it address non-compliant landlords.  

2. i) Agree to create a new permanent post for a Private Sector Housing Enforcement 
Officer, to enable vulnerable tenants to be protected in the private rented sector.   

ii) Approve the net increase in the establishment list of 0.8 FTE   

4. Issues to be taken into account:- 
Policy Priorities  
This change will contribute to the corporate themes of Promoting Healthier, Safer, Stronger 
Communities, Delivering Excellence and Environment and Climate Change. It will also 
impact positively on existing policies within the Planning and Environmental Services 
Department.  
Financial  
These are contained within the report. The costs of an additional 0.8 FTE will be met by a 
combination of a salary reduction and additional income.  

Legal 
The Council has mandatory responsibilities to deal with poor housing conditions in the 
private rented sector and unregulated and unlicensed HMOs. If the Council was unable to 
perform investigations and carry out inspections, then this may lead to Ombudsman 
complaints by tenants. 

Consultation 
None.   

Performance Information  
The number of housing condition complaints received, HMO applications received and HMO 
Licences issued are monitored by the Head of Planning and Environmental Services via the 
departmental performance clinic. 

Best Value 
The proposed changes if agreed will deliver improvements to service delivery. 

Human Rights 
None 

Risk Analysis 
The risk of doing nothing and maintaining the status quo will mean that a number of 
unregulated properties may continue to pose risks to tenants without Officer time to 
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investigate and remedy. It will also allow non-compliant landlords to continue operating and 
flout the law and their responsibilities.   

Equalities 
An equalities questionnaire on this proposal has been undertaken and it does not require any 
further action at this time, 

The Council has a duty to consider reasonable adjustments for affected individuals who may 
be disadvantaged as a result of a protected characteristic as defined under the Equality Act 
2010. 

 
Sustainability & Community Safety 
It is expected that there will be a reduction in anti-social behaviour associated with HMOs via 
ensuring unregulated properties in the private sector are regulated and properly managed. 

 Conclusion 
It is proposed to create a new post for a Private Sector Housing Enforcement Officer within 
the Environmental Protection and Private Sector Housing Team to regulate and manage 
HMOs. The costs will be funded from an underspend relating to the Empty Homes Project 
Officer post with the remainder being funded from licence fees income. 

The introduction of this post will enhance service delivery and improvements around private 
sector housing standards and the regulation and management of Houses in Multiple 
Occupation. It would also be expected that the post holder would assist with developing 
further the service against a backdrop of a growing borough and a growing demand for HMO 
type accommodation.   

5. Recommendation 
The Committee:- 

i) Approve Option 2 i) and ii), i.e. the creation of a new Private Sector Housing 
Enforcement Officer post within the Environmental Protection and Private 
Sector Housing team and to add 0.8 FTE to the establishment.  

  

 Background Papers 
Proposed Job Description and Person Specification. 

External Consultations 
None. 

List of Appendices 
Appendix 1 – Equalities questionnaire. 

Officer to Contact 
Amy Plank, Environmental Protection and Private Sector Housing Manager 

Tel: 01536 464055 

Email: amy.plank@corby.gov.uk 

mailto:amy.plank@corby.gov.uk
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